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ULTRASONIC MICROPHONE JAMMER 
The Microphone Jammer shields 99% of voice recorder and cell phone
microphones by using ultrasonic frequencies.
To view the product video click here
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The device is specifically designed to prevent confidential conversations from being
recorded by covert audio recorder or mobile phones. (also store and forward bugs). To
ensure shielding, the system is based on at least two jammer units which emit an
ultrasonic signal generated on the basis of a proprietary algorithm protected by
copyright.

https://youtu.be/INAp8vpmNcI
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The first jammer should be positioned at a maximum distance of two meters
with the ultrasonic speakers. They need to face the direction from which spy
devices such as audio recorders or mobile phones might be used.

The second jammer should be positioned and oriented to increase the angle of
coverage to create a virtual canceling wall and prevent any unauthorized audio
recording.

Two remote controls are supplied to remotely activate each Jammer separately.

How to use the device:
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Protection against: Microphones of Voice Recorders, Cell Phones, store &
forward bugs.
Protection distance each jammer: from 1 to 2 meters (depends on the type of
microphone/recorder and the sensivity setting).
Angle of coverage for single unit: from 90° to 120°.
Number of ultrasonic transducers (transmitters): 4 units on each jammer.
Sentivity setting: by knob
Ultrasonic ignition: via the supplied remote control
Battery type: built-in 1500mAh lithium battery (5VDC).
Battery life: 3 - 4 hours when fully charged.
Power supply (charger): AC adapter (Input: AC100V-240V; Output:
DC9V/500mA).
Maximum output power: 2W
Power consumption: 25W
Dimension: 123mm x79mm x 28mm
Weight: 200 gr each jammer
Operating temperature: -40℃ to 55℃
Relative Humidity: 35% to 85%

Microphone Jammer Specifications:

2 jammers ( jammers) for microphones and recorders
2 remote controls
2 power supply units
1 carrying case

The supply includes:

To view the italian website of this product click here

https://www.spiare.com/jammer-microfoni-registratori-cellulari.html

